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What Is Engineering Anyway

If you think engineering is only about building cars or
bridges, you are missing a wealth of applications that will
inspire kids. We would do well to remember that Engineering is simply the practical application of science and mathematics. In this light, the applications are endless.
if you are looking for really big ideas to challenge your
students, check out the Grand Challenges for Engineering
in the 21st Century. released by National Academy of
Engineering.
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FEATURED PRODUCT
Mirascope

5$*

Looking for a way to AMAZE kids. We don’t use that word lightly. Kids will
be amazed by the illusion that fools their own eyes as they try to touch
an object that appears right in front of them. Then use our included
lesson plan to connect that to lessons on parabolic equations in mathematics and / or your physics studies. Our lesson then highlights real life
applications of parabolas so that kids are engaged by the possibilities of
topics that might appear esoteric. All this for a small investment of $5*.

Are There Inadequate Teacher Resources for Science

Did you know that on average US science teachers pay out of pocket $450 per year on science lab materials?
However, perhaps more important was that the adoption of student centred learning approaches for
science are being hindered in part by lack of training for teachers on these methods. As a result, less
effective means of science teaching still dominate (i.e. lecture style)

Never Underestimate the Role of Parents in Stem Education Outcomes

A recent study demonstrated that parents’ biases or negative experiences in STEM when
they were growing up lead them to negatively influence the choices of their children. The
survey revealed that:
Rather than support their children in their STEM studies, they defer to Google.
One quarter of the survey participants admitted that their own lack of confidence in the
subjects negatively effected their children’s progress
Awareness is important for parents to be mindful of the impacts they may be having.

•
•

What Happens When Students Dress Like Scientists

We came across an interesting study on the effects of dressing students in lab coats.
Specifically, improvements were noted in
The students’ confidence in their ability to do science in class and
Their self-belief as to whether they could be scientists or aspire to science careers.

•
•

Stem Vs Arts

A recent article described that, “In today’s world, STEM is seen as a saviour. Innovative, empowering and
cutting-edge are just a few of the buzzwords that regularly orbit the term. STEM, we believe, holds
answers for the economy, for our education system and our country’s place in the global order.” Studying
in Arts – not so much. So is this a valid view point?
As high school students progress, they make choices in terms of course options. The earlier that choices are made to stream away from STEM, the more difficult it becomes for those students to re-enter the
STEM stream later
As educators, we need to do a better job of linking the possibilities of STEM in other applications and
industries.Thus, if someone is interested in being creative or pursuing a career in fashion, for example,
then how can continuing a STEM education be applicable to such a career. If we can communicate this
effectively, we will have students making more informed decisions and with greater motivation about
career options.

•
•
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*While supplies last; price valid for remainder of 2018 only.
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